
Smoking Hot + Spicy  
Gifts for the Grill
To really stand out, you need to be different. The usual promo 
products just don’t grab attention. We go way beyond just adding 
a logo. We articulate the brand message through spice, creating 
memorable themes and experiences that make a lasting connection.

BE DIFFERENT.
GET NOTICED. 
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The Smoker
The Smoker adds a smoking function to any electric, gas or 
charcoal grille. These kits includes a 6’’ perforated stainless 
steel smoking tube, wood pellets and World Tour Rub, 
packed in an easy-to-ship gift box, customized with your logo.

The Deluxe Smoker
Includes: one 6” stainless steel Smoker Tube; one bag each of Cherry, 
Hickory and Oak pellets; and one tube of World Tour Rub

The Standard Smoker
Includes: one 6” stainless steel Smoker Tube; one bag of Maple/Oak/
Cherry Blend pellets; and one tube of World Tour Rub

World Tour Rub
World Tour Rub is a blend of 
pure spices that won’t over 
power the flavor, but enhances 
it to make food the best it can 
be. Contains no additives, anti-
caking agents or preservatives. 
It’s the difference between 
ordinary and extraordinary!

Spice Tube in a Sleeve
Acrylic tube of World Tour Rub. Your 
logo is featured on the sleeve and 
lid or create a custom design on the 
large front and back print area.

Spice Tube with Booklet
Acrylic tube of World Tour Rub. Your 
logo is featured on the booklet and 
lid, or create a custom design on the 
inside and outside of booklet.

PowerPak
Colorful pack with an inner pouch of 
World Tour Rub. Compact, economical 
with a large print area for a custom 
design. Ideal for mailers and events. 
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Set-Up: $65.00 (G) for spice tubes and PowerPak / $95.00 (G) for The Smoker Delivery: 2 – 3 weeks, upon approval of artwork FOB: Waterloo, ON / Buffalo, NY

 
Just add  
your logo 

to our stock 
themes or go 

custom!


